Driving emission reduction and enhancing efficiency across global logistics supply chains

Introducing GLEC: the Global Logistics Emissions Council
Smart Freight Centre

- Mission: dedicated NGO to global zero-emissions freight and logistics >> all freight modes and freight only

- Our role: guide companies, advocacy, and raise awareness

- Our goal: 100+ multinationals

2030

30% (from 2015)

2050

net ZERO emissions
In focus: Smart Freight Centre’s 4 key activities

1. Guide multinationals and their suppliers – to develop Sustainable Logistics Roadmaps and through guidelines, training and advice

2. Remove key business barriers – through GLEC Projects

3. Advocacy – ensure sector-wide climate action

4. Raise awareness – events, workshops, webinars, sharing stories of leaders
About GLEC

- **Voluntary partnership:** 150+ companies, industry associations, programs, experts and other organizations

- **Vision:** to drive emission reduction and enhance efficiency across global logistics supply chains

- **Mission:** develop and implement global, harmonized guidelines for reporting and reducing logistics emissions that work for business
The only globally recognized methodology to calculate GHG emissions consistently across the multi-modal logistics supply chain.
Join the leaders. Become a GLEC member.
Companies that started using the GLEC Framework in 2016 or 2017 have collectively reduced / avoided well in excess of 6 million tonnes of CO$_2$e until 2019.

In other words…by reducing emissions through using the GLEC Framework, GLEC partners avoided the equivalent of 30,000 freight flights between Amsterdam and New York over 3 years!
Guidelines by SFC and GLEC and with partners

1. Report
2. Set targets
3. Reduce
4. Collaborate

Download our guidelines, join the GLEC Partnership, follow our Sustainable Logistics Roadmap training.
Benefits and how to join the GLEC Partnership

Members

Who: companies and industry associations

- Support the GLEC mission
- Improve performance and visibility (of your members) through participation in GLEC projects (contribution in cash, in kind or a combination)
- Influence future direction and standards for logistics emissions reporting and reduction
- One free log-in on GLEC Framework e-training & up to 20% discount Smart Transport Manager Training (STMT) e-training
- Volume discount on Sustainable Logistics Roadmap webinar training

Contact us to become a GLEC Member →
Become a GLEC Affiliate or a GLEC Friend

Affiliates

Who: programs, tools and strategic partners

- Support the GLEC mission
- Work as a partner with Smart Freight Centre on guidelines, development and projects
- Position yourself with companies that want to report and reduce emissions

Contact us to become a GLEC Affiliate →

Friends

Who: all organizations

- Support the GLEC mission
- Stay informed on GLEC and related developments
- Participate in webinars and events
- Share experiences and help raise awareness
- Up to 10% volume discount on the GLEC Framework e-training & Smart Transport Manager Training (STMT) e-training
- Volume discount on the Sustainable Logistics Roadmap webinar training

Sign up to become a GLEC Friend →
Our Training – contact us about discounts for GLEC partners

1. Develop your Sustainable Logistics Roadmap

2. Smart Transport Manager Training

3. GLEC Framework E-Training
Join our journey towards efficient and zero-emissions global freight and logistics

Email: info@smartfreightcentre.org

Smartfreightcentre.org